
 

 

 

PASS #1 

The crowd roars as the semi-final joust begins. Sir William charges down the lists and the two knights 

both shatter their lances against each opponents’ shield. The shield of Sir William snaps under the 

impact and he tosses it aside as he completes his pass. 

- Sir William scored a “B” result, but the shield saves. (1 point). 

- Sir Isaac scored a “B” result as well and the shield breaks. (2 points). 

PASS #2 

The two knights turn and charge again, mud flying in the air. Sir William slams his lance shattering it, into 

the shield of Sir Isaac and almost sends him tumbling to the mud, however he is able to hold his seat. Sir 

Isaac meanwhile lands a solid hit to Sir William and shatters his lance. 

- Sir William scored a “B/U” result, but shield and knight made their save. (1 point). 

- Sir Isaac again scored a “B” result. (1 point). 

PASS #3 

The knights make their last pass, desperate to score again as this means the difference between a 2nd or 

3rd place result. Sir William slams hard into the shield of Sir Isaac again, shattering his lance but again the 

shield and knight hold strong. For a third time, Sir Isaac snaps his lance upon the armor of Sir William, 

scoring the last most needed point. Sir Isaac carries the day! 

- Sir William scored a “B/U” result, but shield and knight made their save. (1 point). 

- Sir Isaac again scored a “B” result. (1 point). 

WINNER: SIR ISAAC CRABBOT 
Sir William: 3 points. 
Sir Isaac: 4 points. 



 

 

 

PASS #1 

The day is sunny and mild, a grand day for the final joust of the Grand Tourney of Karog. The noble 

Baron of Karog addresses the crowd, “Fair Ladies and noble Gentlemen, it is my great pleasure to host 

this fine tourney in honor of our recent victories over the hated Andals. I proudly introduce to you the 2 

final contestants, both brave and honorable knights. I give you Sir Theon Stoutheart, and Sir Isaac 

Crabbot!”. 

With that the two knights enter the field to a large cheer from the viewing stands. The knights salute 

each other and begin their first pass, both horses galloping headlong down the lists. Sir Theon and Sir 

Isaac collide in a clangor of lance and shields, both lances torn asunder from the force of the impact. Sir 

Isaac is nearly tossed from the saddle but manages through brute force to hold his seat. 

- Sir Theon scored a “B/U” result, but both knight and shield made their save. (1 point). 

- Sir Isaac scored a “B” result, but again the shield held. (1 point). 

PASS #2 

The crowd roars its’ approval of the quality of the first pass, as the knights reach the end of the lists and 

turn to make their second pass.  Their horses snort with eagerness as they spur them on down the pass. 

Clumps of turf and mud churned by their trampling hooves. Again the knights collide with a terrific 

crash, Sir Theon’s lance again cracks and splits under the impact. Again Sir Isaac is nearly tossed from his 

saddle, but his muscles are strained as he once again holds his seat. His lance glances off the shield of Sir 

Theon. 

- Sir Theon scored a “B/U” result, but both knight and shield made their save. (1 point). 

- Sir Isaac scored a “G” result. 

  



PASS #3 

The crowd roars again, as the joust has gone into the 3rd pass. The knights turn again and thunder down 

the lists. This time, the lance of Sir Theon aims high, and strikes the helm of Sir Isaac. The helm is sent 

flying and the unconscious Sir Isaac follows head over hills off the arse of his horse. His lance shatters 

against the shield of Sir Theon as he himself is unhorsed, the shield of Sir Theon is cracked and broken. 

Sir Issac lands with a crash in the mud. The crowd roars as Sir Theon – once the innocent victim of foul 

play goes on to win the day! 

- Sir Theon scored an “H” result, and Sir Isaac failed his save badly. (3 points). 

- Sir Issac scored a “B” result and the shield failed its’ save. (2 points). 

WINNER: SIR THEON STOUTHEART 
Sir Theon: 5 points. 
Sir Isaac: 3 points. 
 

AWARDS OF THE TOURNEY 
SIR THEON STOUTHEART  
3,000 gold crowns (gp) 
Suit of Mail & Plate +1 (courtesy of Xawatlem) 
 
SIR ISAAC CRABBOT 
1,500 gold crowns (gp) 
 
SIR WILLIAM “THE TURTLE” ROCASTLE 
750 gold crowns (gp) 
 


